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Fletcher Connolly hasnâ€™t got a lot to lose. Since he, and half the galaxy, signed on to the rat race

of the technological relics trade, Fletch has long since come to terms with the idea that he will join

the ranks of the unlucky explorers that perish lightyears from home without a dime to his name.As

the first mate of an old, decrepit exploration ship--the Skint Idjit--things can't get much worse. As if

that isnâ€™t enough, he has a hard time convincing himself his luck is bound to change when he

finds himself stranded on the planet Suckass, on a remote branch of the Interstellar Railroad. With

his new assignment an unlikely candidate to hide alien treasures, true to his personality, Fletch

settles down to work on his tan.But when disaster strikes and a member of his crew is killed, Fletch

finds himself torn between loyalty to the surviving crew and the siren song of an unsuspected trove

of A-tech.Can Fletch save the Skint Idjit and her crew from a horrible death? Or will he ignore their

dying screams and laugh all the way to the bank?Volume 2 of the Interstellar Railroad series,

Intergalactic Bogtrotter, is now available!
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I found this story to be very entertaining and difficult to put down. It is light reading as a space

adventure story that does not require much analysis or thought. It is one of those books that you

can get lost in the story and just go along as you read. If you like to read just to go with the flow of

the story for distraction from the world this is one of the good ones. The interstellar railroad from

which the story line evolves is a new idea to me and rather interesting. I await the sequel with

anticipation.

I read the Kindle version, and I loved it. It was easy to "fall into" and shut out the world while I read

it, and I found I was learning quite a bit about other cultures along the way. It's a solid read and

worth reading.:^)

I like being able to feel like there's a substantial framework to a story; coherent logic amongst the

fantasy; plausibility. This story feels solid from the first few paragraphs. More than beginning in

medias res, this one gives you in medias universum

Really enjoyed Felix R Savage new space opera book,The Reluctant Adventures of Fletcher

Connolly on the Interstellar Railroad Vol. 1: Skint Idjit, Good writing. Interesting characters. Plausible

science. And a bit of fun quirkiness. I am now hooked on this new series. Already looking forward to

the next one.

This was one of those books that you can just really let yourself enjoy. This is the first book in a new

series by Mr Savage and I think he just wanted to try something different and it is different . I loved it

! The characters are already developed fairly well at least the ones so far. I just could not put this

book down . The book had many things going for it and was funny and a joy to read. Nice work Mr

Savage , I think you enjoyed yourself writing this one and I can't wait until the next one.

First in a series, Felix R. Savage writes a fun sci-fi space adventure with alien technology, space

ships, space pirates, and the most entertaining people to populate an adventure novel.If you're a fan

of science fiction, of space adventures, of great characters in a future where anything goes, you'll

love Fletcher Connolly and his cast of misfits.Unlike other series, this comes to a satisfactory

ending, but you want to know what Fletcher's next adventure/trouble will be. The author's

philosophy seems to be, "Have fun!"



I liked this book ! This is one of Felix R, Savage's soft science fiction outings that still have solid

scientific under pinning's. I enjoyed reading this and there are some lot twists that caught me flat

footed. This is an excellent introduction to the Fletcher Connolly universe that I think most readers

will enjoy as much as I did. I would buy this again !

This was my first F.R. Savage book and I enjoyed reading it. The character development is good

and the plot is fun. I thought it was a bit predictable, but I read a LOT of this type of story! There

were some neat "creatures" and some fun technology, so don't pass it up if you like space opera

type of reading!
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